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These are the steps that I have been using to refurb computers at home.

1) Do a physical cleaning and inspection of the computer

2) Boot to the BIOS and check it for boot options, date, hard drive, memory.  Set USB to 
"legacy" otherwise you may need a PS/2 keyboard to start

3) Do a memory test using the Ultimate Boot CD – UBCD (See Appendix A)

4) Do a hard drive test with UBCD (you'll need to know the brand of drive to use the right 
diagnostics)

5) Do a hard drive wipe using Darik's Boot And Nuke – DBAN

6) Partition the drive using UBCD and Parted Magic.  Create on EXT4 partition of the max 
minus 1 or 2 gb and a SWAP of 1 or 2GB depending on your memory.  Use about twice the 
size of memory for swap.

7) Clone the computer using CloneZilla and an image that you create beforehand or that you 
get from C4C

8) Test everything and leave the computer running for at least a few hours.

To refurb a C4C computer at home, there is some preparation to do beforehand.  I assume you have 
a server on your home network or at least a computer offering a file share and for this example it's 
ip address is 192.168.1.58 

It will have  a Samba share called  "images" since that's what CloneZilla expects and we don't like 
to type if we don't have to.  So "mount //192.168.1.58/images' will get you to that share.  But don't 
worry, you won't have to do that typing either. 

Preperartory work (only has to be done once)

Actually, if you get a Clonzilla image from C4C you don't need to do this.  Just put the image on 
your file share.

Your going to need an extra computer at home or a hard drive that you use to replace your master in 
your normal computer.  You want to have a small hard drive, smaller than anything you might run 
into doing home refurbs.  10Gig would be a good start.   If you don't have a small drive, create a 
small partition.  We'll call this your "model" computer as in a "model home".

This computer should have two partitions.  The first, probably /dev/sda1, is the root partition for 
Linux and could be ext3 or ext4.   This partition will be the size of the drive less the swap partition. 
The second is the Linux swap partition, /dev/sda2, and should be at least as big as the maximum 
RAM you ever expect to find preferably twice the soze of memory.  1 to 2 gig is probably a good 
start.  

Do a standard install on your model computer following the C4C guide "Computer Refurbishing 
Process".  Make sure all updates are done and that you have installed all extra software and created 
the two users.  See apendix B for a list of extras suggested and also what's in the C4C guide.  

Your model computer has an admin user, com4com and a guest user as specified in the C4C guide. 



Store the install scripts "c4c-start", "restore", "do" and "do-mount" found in Apendix C to the home 
folder of user com4com.  Also store the shortcut "c4c-start.desktop" to the Desktop folder.  You'll 
also need a copy of the recommended help files from C4C in a folder called "More resources" (as of 
this writing I'm not sure where this folder is available to download).

Create a folder /mnt/server which will be the mount point for your images share.

If you discover something missing, install it.  If you want to change the desktop or home page for 
the web browser, do it.  Remember that your clients will be getting exactly what you setup on your 
model.  Test audio and video by going to www.youtube.com.

When you're finished, you should have c4c-start on your desktop and it should look like this:

Double-click on c4c-start it to be sure it works.  You will be prompted for the com4com password 
and the name of the computer.  Give it a name like "model-2013-01-08" .  You should now have a 
desktop icon for the hardware.html file which is created by c4c-start and if you look on your server 
you should have both an html and xml file for hardware with the name of the computer, so, model-
2013-01-08.html and .xml.  If this all looks good then you need to restore your desktop.  Run the 
restore script in your home directory.  You should now once again have c4c-start on your desktop 
and the hardware icon will be gone.  You may want to rename c4c-start by adding the date so you 
will be confident when you do a clone that you are using the most recent model.

There may be a small problem with the swap when you do a clone.  See Appendix D and change 
your /etc/fstab file to use the form /dev/sda2.

Using CloneZilla, copy the first partition of your model to your server.  There are several screens 
asking about language and keyboard.  You can use the beginner method, samba server, dhcp (if 

http://www.youtube.com/


that's what you have on your network) and you will be doing "saveparts". 

The default name to save as is usually the date with some extra stuff after it.  Keep the name as the 
date plus some description such as "2011-01-07-Unbuntu".  CloneZilla puts it's files in a folder with 
the name that you gave it.

When you run CloneZilla, you will store the partition to the server.  Since your server has a share 
called "images", when you select samba as the method of saving the partition, you can simply hit 
enter for all the questions except the server IP.  Change the default 192.168.1.1 to 192.168.1.58 (or 
whatever your server is).  

You have now created the image for all your refurbished machines.

Refurbishing and imaging a Computer

Follow the C4C guide up to the end of step 5.  At this point, you have tested the hardware and 
wiped the hard drive.

Create two partitions on the hard drive using UBCD.  Make the first partition as big as possible less 
the size of your swap partition.  Create your swap partition with the remaining space, usually your 
real memory plus 50%.  Too small is more dangerous than too big.

Boot CloneZilla and choose to restore a partition from a Samba share.  Choose the beginner mode. 
You will be asked the IP address of your server, again, you probably only have to change the last 
digit from 192.168.1.1 to 192.168.1.58 (or whatever).  You will be shown all the stored partitions on 
that share.  Select the one you want.



After this, you should have a working computer.  Boot into Linux and see that things are working. 
Check that the first partition has grown to fill the hard drive.  Clonezilla does that for you.  You may 
want to do another update just to be sure things are fresh.  If you are doing several computers, the 
result of the first update will tell you if you have to update the rest.  If there are many updates you 
may want to freshen your model computer and do another save image.  

On the desktop there should be a shortcut to the c4cstart script.  Double click on it.  You will be 
asked for your password.  You will then be asked for the name of the computer.  This will be 
something like "c4c00123".  When it finishes, the hardware inventory will be on your desktop and 
also on your server as html and xml.  The xml file is what you will later send to the C4C website. 
You can view the similar HTML file so you have all the information that you need to fill in the C4C 
inventory.    After you run this, the shortcut will be deleted.  This is now the way the computer will 
be for the client.

When the script finishes do a restart and final test of the machine.  Double check that the swap is 
being used.



Appendix A

You should use the following bootable Cds

Name of Disk Contents Where to download

Ultimate Boot Disk Many utilities including: 
Memory test, Hard disk test, 
Hard disk wipe, Partition editor

www.ultimatebootcd.com

CloneZilla Creates image files of partitions 
or whole disks that you can use 
to copy back to computers via a 
network or other storage media

clonezilla.org

Ubuntu Ubuntu desktop for most 
computers.

www.ubuntu.com

Xubuntu A lighter version of Ubuntu 
using the XFCE desktop.

www.xubuntu.org

Lubuntu Another light version of Ubuntu 
that uses the LXDE desktop

lubuntu.net

Note: you can burn these ISOs to DVDs as well as long as your destination computers has a DVD-
ROM.

http://lubuntu.net/
http://www.xubuntu.org/
http://www.ubuntu.com/
http://clonezilla.org/
http://www.ultimatebootcd.com/


Appendix B

Extra software that should be installed on your model computer.  

1) Add the repository "Lucid partner" in Synaptic

2) The full OpenOffice (Ubuntu only installs part of OpenOffice)

3) apt-get install smbfs (so that you can access the Samba share on the server)

4) apt-get install ubuntu-restricted-extras (For flash and video)



Appendix C
Scripts stored on the model computer in the home directory of com4com /home/com4com.

c4c-start 
sudo umount /mnt/server
sudo mount //192.168.1.58/images /mnt/server -o guest
cd /mnt/server/c4c
./do

do
echo Starting with hostname of $HOSTNAME
echo Please enter the new hostname 
read newhost
echo Changing hostname from $HOSTNAME to $newhost

sudo sh -c "echo $newhost > /etc/hostname "
sudo sed "s/$HOSTNAME/$newhost/g" /etc/hosts 
sudo service hostname start
HOSTNAME=$newhost
export HOSTNAME
echo $HOSTNAME
sudo ./voo $newhost

voo
echo Recording $1
lshw -xml > /mnt/server/c4c/hardware_"$1".xml
lshw -html > /mnt/server/c4c/hardware_"$1".html
lshw -html > ~/Desktop/hardware_"$1".html
chown com4com ~/Desktop/*
rm ~/Desktop/c4c-start.*

c4c-start.desktop (note: also copy this to Desktop folder)

#!/usr/bin/env xdg-open

[Desktop Entry]
Version=1.0
Type=Application
Terminal=true
Icon[en_US]=gnome-panel-launcher
Name[en_US]=c4c-start
Exec=/home/com4com/c4c-start
Comment[en_US]=Config new machine
Name=c4c-start



Comment=Config new machine
Icon=gnome-panel-launcher

restore
cp c4c-start.desktop Desktop

rm Desktop/*.html

 

Appendix D – Troubleshooting

No swap

From a terminal, run top.  You should not see zero for swap space. It should look similar to this.

If when you run top you see that there is zero swap available, your swap partition hasn't been 
recognized.  Go to a terminal and look at the file /etc/fstab.  You may see a line like:

# swap was on /dev/sda6 during installation 

UUID=35538379-a536-4d49-b1e1-2b25338e3137  none            swap  sw   

The UUID is a way to identify a hard disk drive uniquely.  This doesn't work if your fstab is now on 
a different disk.  Change the line to

# swap was on /dev/sda6 during installation 

/dev/sda2  none            swap  sw   
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